Welcome to Another eArticle from V S N’s eArticle Library! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print

magazine, and new readers alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into
the techniques that you came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the eArticle are colored blue (depending on how
your reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to and art pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (Click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues and/

or on the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle
were good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Coloring In: Watercolor Markers
Watercolor markers can get a bad rap. Yes, if you pick the wrong paper and use the wrong coloring technique, you
can get harsh color lines and unsubtle color that overwhelms stamped lines. But if you know the tricks, you can create
beautifully blended stamp art using these inexpensive, neat and very portable tools.

What are Watercolor Markers?
For this article, we are focusing on water-based watercolor markers rather than alcohol-based markers. (We looked
at those in the “Coloring In with Alcohol Inks” eArticle.) We are also not looking at acrylic paint markers, even though
they too are water-based. And we are not looking at archival markers that get their color from pigment.
Watercolor markers get their color from dyes. They are not permanent, tend to be non-toxic and are less likely to have
strong odors than other types of markers. Because their carrier is water, they can be blended with water or waterbased blenders and they can also be cleaned up with water. Dye inks can fade however, so avoid displaying things
colored with them in strong sunlight which can speed fading.
Examples include Tombow Dual Brush Pens, Zig Art & Graphic Twin Markers, Staedtler Marsgraphic 3000 Duo Watercolor Brush Markers, Inkadinkado’s Watercolor Stamping Markers, Marvy Brush and LePlume II Dual Tipped Markers
and Ranger’s Tim Holtz Distress Markers.
There are also children’s watercolor markers, like those from Crayola and Mr. Sketch. You will usually get better quality
color from craft markers than from school grade markers, but some specialty markers for kids can be fun, like markers
with scents or that create special effects.

Next: Artwork using watercolor markers.
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Barb Benson’s Art
(http://stampartetc.blogspot.com)
Supplies: Stamps (Hot Off The Press, Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock
(white, green, green textured), Ink (black), Chalks, Watercolor
markers (Tim Holtz Distress Markers), Dies (grass, decorative
frame,slightly scalloped square, fence) & Die-cut/embossing
machine, Ribbon, Pop Dots, Dimensional tape, Twig.

“Cut 3 1/2” square from white cardstock. Shade top three quarters in
blue chalk and bottom quarter in green chalk. Stamp image in black
ink. Color in flowers with one shade of peach marker and highlight
random areas with darker peach. Color leaves in green marker.”
“Cut fence die from white cardstock and grass die from green. Shade
grey chalk on fence. Attach in layers across bottom of image piece,
using pop dots.”
“Cut decorative frame from white cardstock; layer with scalloped
square in center. Tie white ribbon around bottom of 5” x 6 7/8” piece
of green textured paper and attach to 7 1/4” x 5 3/8” card cut from
white cardstock.”
“Stamp sentiment in black on white cardstock, trim, mount to green
paper, and attach over ribbon. Attach stamped piece to top of card,
center frame over it, and attach with dimensional tape. Attach twig
just inside frame.”
Finished Size: 7 1/4 x 5 3/8.

Go to Contents

Purchasing Watercolor Markers
Sets vs Individual: Some markers are sold only in sets; some
are sold both in sets and individually. Purchasing markers in
sets often brings down the per-marker price, but it is nice to
have the option to purchase colors individually if you want
to build custom sets and/or if you use more of one color and
need to replace it before the others dry out.
Depending on where you live, you may find sets rather than
individual watercolor markers for sale in local stores. Online
art supply sites like Blick, Utrech, Jerry’s Artarama, etc. carry
them however.
Marker Tips: When choosing watercolor markers, check
their tips. Many markers designed for stampers have dual
tips, usually a fine tip and a brush tip. But you may also come
across chisel tips (nice if you have calligraphy skills.)
Brush tips are great for coloring directly on stamps, coloring
in stamped images or scribbling off color for watercolor techniques. Fine tips are handy for writing greetings, journaling,
doodling and for getting color into tight little areas where
the brush tip’s width would make things difficult.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Choosing Inkpads
Watercolor markers can be used to color in images stamped with
any type of stamping ink. However, it can be challenging to color
in an image stamped with water-based ink using watercolor markers because the water base of the marker can reactivate the stamp
ink if you touch the marker tip to it. The marker then picks up the
stamp ink color on its tip, muddying your color.
While it is possible to do it (we used to do it all the time in the
early days of stamping’s popularity), it is usually simpler to stamp
in permanent waterproof ink or stamp and emboss. This becomes
a requirement if you will be using water to blend unless you are
specifically trying to get the stamp ink to bleed.
Regardless of the ink you use, make sure the stamp image is completely dry before coloring in with watercolor markers to avoid ink
bleed. Ink dries on different papers at different speeds. Heat-set
using a heat tool if necessary.

Tip: If the paper’s edges curl up when you heat-set the ink with
a heat tool, flip the paper over once the ink is set and heat the
paper briefly from the back to settle it back down again.
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Choosing Paper
Traditionally, stampers used watercolor markers on coated glossy cardstock
for bold color, but they will work on most types of paper. You want paper that
takes stamping well (so usually something with a smooth surface) and takes
the dye marker ink well. Watercolor inks will bead up on plastic coatings,
but usually do fine on the types of paper stampers typically use, even glossy
cardstock which is semi-porous. Some uncoated very soft papers that are
very absorbent may cause wet ink to feather out, but again, most paper we
stampers use is typically fine. Experiment with papers you already have to see
which ones you prefer.
For watercolor techniques with watercolor markers, use watercolor paper,
which allows better blending than cardstock and which is designed to handle
water. Cold press watercolor paper has a texture or “tooth” to it and might be
your choice if you are looking for a rough, textured feel. Hot press watercolor
paper is smoother and so is often preferred for stamp impressions.
140 lb watercolor paper is a nice weight for many stamping projects as it tolerates water well and is strong
enough to take repeated marker scrubbing as you work, but isn’t excessively heavy. Try 90 lb if you need to
go lighter; it’s more of a student grade that can buckle and can’t handle as much scrubbing without the paper
starting to pill. Stretch or tape the paper down before starting work to avoid buckling if you’ll be using a lot of
water. 100% cotton watercolor paper is higher quality than wood pulp versions, but also more expensive.

Learn More: There are many sites online where you can learn about choosing watercolor paper. Art is Fun’s website has a nice page that summarizes this info for you quickly.
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A Brush or A WaterBrush
One way to blend watercolor markers is with water. You can
use water and a small paintbrush or you can use a WaterBrush
(a.k.a. AquaPainter.) Waterbrushes are a very neat way to paint
with water. They typically have a brush tip that can be removed
to access the empty barrel of the brush.
Fill the barrel with water, replace the cap securely and then
gently squeeze the barrel to get water into the brush area.
Don’t let the brush get too wet. If it does, wipe the brush tip
with a paper towel.
Then use it as you would a wet paintbrush. Blot or wipe off the
excess ink on scrap paper or a paper towel between colors if
you don’t want to blend the two colors. (Some colors muddy
when combined.) Give the barrel another gentle squeeze when
you need more water on the brush.

Learn More: Clearly I Stamp’s April 01, 2009 blog post looks at

using Tombow Watercolor Markers with a waterbrush. This
photo tutorial shows an approach to watercoloring where you
apply the ink on watercolor paper and then you
start the waterbrush an inch or two away from the
ink, moving the wet brush toward the ink. Then
you touch the ink and reverse the movement, pulling it
over the water prepped surface.
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Blender Pen Options
Another option for blending watercolor markers is to use a blending pen designed specifically for this purpose. Tombow, for example, offers a colorless blender (#N00) that is
dual tip like their watercolor marker line, with brush and fine nibs. Like most watercolor
markers, it is not refillable.
The Dove Blender, on the other hand, is refillable. It has one tip, but it is replaceable. The
Dove Blender tends to be juicier than Tombow’s Blender. Dove Blending Medium can be
purchased separately to refill the marker. You could also alternatively use the medium in
a waterbrush rather than water or apply it with a different applicator if you like. If you do
a lot of blending, the refillable Dove Blender is more economical and more eco-friendly
than the disposable Tombow blender.

Tip: To refill the Dove Blender, you need to pull the plug off the bottom end of the
blender. Dove recommends using pliers the first time. This didn’t work for me, but a paring knife to pry it off did. Only put a few drops of refill in the back end; too much and
the blender becomes way too juicy and may even leak. If this happens, take the plug off
again, drain out any excess and replace the plug. Use a paper towel to wipe any excess
off the nib if necessary.
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Why use a blender rather than just water? Both will blend colors
on watercolor paper in similar ways, but blenders tend to give
you softer edges. It is can be a subtle difference that varies by
paper. Try both methods for yourself, as you might like different
effects for different projects.
Here, I’ve blended two colors of watercolor markers together, first
using just the markers themselves, then using water in a waterbrush and then using a Dove Blender. The top sample is on matte
cardstock while the bottom is watercolor paper. Notice on both
papers that water blending tends to create sharper outside edges
while the blender edges are softer. Also notice that while both
the waterbrush and blender moved color on this particular matte
cardstock, it did not move and blend nearly as well as it did on
the watercolor paper. (Watercolor paper makes a difference!)

matte cardstock

Learn More: Joggles.com has a video on “More techniques using

Tombow Markers” and in it she also compares blending with a
waterbrush and water versus a colorless blender.

Learn More: There are blender refill recipes floating around on the
internet that combine glycerin, distilled water and a little bit of
rubbing alcohol. Google “blender pen refill recipe” to find them.
I haven’t tried this as I am content with store-bought refill but
quite a few stampers seem to like homemade versions.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Color Directly with Markers
The most basic marker coloring technique is to simply color in your stamped
image with them directly. This often works fine when the areas you are coloring
in are small. You might use the fine tip to get inside tight spaces. Otherwise, try
coloring with a brush end of the marker, working in small areas using circular
motions or light feather strokes.
Coloring larger open areas of paper with markers can result in harsh lines as
fresh ink abuts dried color. When coloring in larger areas, you often want to
work back and forth with the marker itself and either a blender or a waterbrush
or brush wetted with water to get smooth blending. (More on this in a little bit.)
It’s usually best to work from light to dark when coloring with watercolor markers. Remember that you can build color to make it darker, but unless you are
working with water or a blender, you can’t make color lighter, so it is often easier to start with the lightest color. I also find for myself that my coloring is a little
neater if I do the light areas first; I’m less likely to overshoot my dark colors into
lighter areas if I’ve colored those areas first.
Fresh watercolor marker ink can reactivate ink you have already colored, so be
careful when coloring with a new color near a previous color. If the wet marker
touches the earlier color, it can pull it into the new color. (If you look carefully,
the upper right tulip’s pink was contaminated with a bit of green, changing the
color a bit.) If you are blending, this may be just what you want, but if you are
working with two colors that muddy when combined, it might not be good.
Tulip: PSX
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When coloring these tulips, shown here in progress, I did not
use water or a blender. For the tulips, I simply built up color
by starting with a light wash of pink and then coloring over it
with other shades and tones of pink. The pot’s shadow areas
use one color. Where the blue is darker, another layer of the
original blue was layered over it once the first coat was dry.
This simple approach does not give you the smoothest color
transitions, but it’s actually not too bad either, depending on
the look you are going for.

Tip: If you find that your coloring covers the stamped image’s

ink, try first stamping the image in a light color ink and then
watercolor inside the image lines. Once dry, use a stamp
positioner to stamp the same image again right over the colored image’s lines in a dark color. (Or stamp and emboss.)
If you are working with an image that doesn’t require exact
placement of the color and you are worried that your stamp
ink might bleed, you could alternatively, color a piece of
watercolor paper large enough to accommodate the image
using watercolor markers. Wash the ink with water for soft
color transitions. Then when dry, stamp on top of it in black
or another dark ink.

Next: Artwork colored in with watercolor markers directly.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Tulips - PSX, Happy Birthday
- Hero Arts), Cardstock (glossy white, green), Decorative Paper (Rubber Tree Stamps), Permanent ink
(Tsukineko: StazOn black), Watercolor markers
(Marvy LePlume 63 & 93 pink, 48 green), Ranger
Distress Worn Lipstick, Tumbled Glass, Scattered
Straw), Paper adhesive (Xryon adhesive.)

“Stamp image on glossy white cardstock in black
permanent ink. Allow to dry completely or heat-set.
Color in with watercolor markers.”
“This particular piece did not use a blender or water.
I simply colored with various colored markers to
build up color variations. The first light coat of
blue on the pot was allowed to dry before adding
another layer of blue to create dark shading in certain areas.”
“Stamp ‘Happy Birthday’ in black on a scrap of
white glossy paper. Color in here and there with
some pink and yellow watercolor marker.“
“Use Xyron adhesive to mount decorative paper
onto green card and mount tulips and text pieces
on top.”
Finished Size: 7” x 5”.

Go to Contents

Barb Benson’s Art
(http://stampartetc.blogspot.com)
Supplies: Stamps (Third Coast, Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock (cream, tan, brown), Designer
paper, Inks (watermark, brown), Embossing
powder (black), Watercolor markers (Ranger:
Tim Holtz Distress markers), Die (cattails) &
Die-cut/embossing machine, Paper adhesive.

“Heat emboss image and sentiment on pieces
of cream cardstock using black embossing
powder. Trim both and mount to tan cardstock. Color image with markers.”
“Die-cut cattails in brown paper. Attach piece
of designer paper to 6” x 6 1/4” card cut from
tan cardstock. Attach image, then sentiment,
and then die-cut to card.”
Finished Size: 6” x 6 1/4”.

Go to Contents

Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Cardstock (white glossy)
Glitter (Sparkle N Sprinkle: Cloud Nine Velvet Glitter), Super
Adhesive Sheet (Sparkle N Sprinkle) Gift Outline Stickers,
Watercolor markers (Marvy Le Plume (orange, red, green), Scissors, Embossing folder (Darice: Plaid), Die (Labels One) and
Die-cut/embossing machine, Embossing powder (Sparkle N
Sprinkle: Sangria Star embossing powder), Ribbon (white),
Dimensionals adhesive.

“Apply Cloud Nine Velvet Glitter to Super Adhesive Sheet.
Apply Gift Outline Stickers; color in with Marvy Le Plume markers (orange, red and green) and then cut out.”
“Run the three markers in the grooves of the plaid embossing folder and run a piece of white glossy paper through the
die-cut/embossing machine inside the folder. Apply ink to the
saying stamp with each of the markers and stamp on white
glossy paper. Then die-cut with Labels One die.”
“Leave the die in place and edge with the three markers. Run
a piece of card through with the next sized die. Heat emboss
edges with Sangria Star embossing powder.”
“Color a piece of white ribbon with the three markers and
attach to plaid background. Attach all the gifts and saying as
shown with dimensionals.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”.
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Simple Color Layering
Remember that you don’t have to limit yourself to a single color in a single area. You can color with a light color and
then over-color the same area with another light color to get a different color. For example, say you color in a leaf in
a light green ink, but you are not happy with the color. You might try coloring over it with yellow to make the green a
little yellower or blue to make the green a little bluer.

Leaf: Rubber Monger

Green Marker

Yellow Marker

Blue Marker

This technique is more effective if you are working with a light color over lighter shades of color. A lighter base color
gives the added color has a chance to show up, while too dark a color for the overcoat can overwhelm the original
color. Experiment with the color layering on scrap paper before committing to it in your final project.

Next: Art using layered watercolor markers and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Leaf: Rubber Monger,
Thank You - Rubber Stampede), Cardstock
(off-white non-glossy, yellow, black), Textured paper (The Paper Company), Archival
ink (Ranger: Archival Ink Jet Black), Watercolor markers (Tombow green 192; Ranger
Distress Scattered Straw, Dried Marigold,
Tumbled Glass, Brushed Corduroy), Xyron
paper adhesive, Foam mounting squares.

“Stamp image on non-glossy off-white
cardstock in black archival ink. Color with a
light coat of green watercolor marker. This
image, with its many detail dots and lines
is a good one to color using watercolor inks
because there is so much detail that any
color lines won’t be noticeable.”
“Color entire image again with a light coat of yellow watercolor marker, turning the leaf to a more yellow/
green. Then use a light blue watercolor marker to color in the leaf veins, shifting their color to a more blue/
green shade. Stamp another leaf and this time color with shades of yellow and orange.”
“Use Xryon adhesive to mount textured paper onto yellow cardstock layer and then onto black card. Cut
out leaves. Curl them up around the edges and then mount onto the card, putting foam mounting squares
around the edges to keep the edges up but not in the middle so it stays down. Stamp text in black ink.“
Finished Size: 4 1/2” x 9”.
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Basic Blending
To blend colors, either work with a blender like
Tombow’s Blender or the Dove Blender, or use
water and a brush (or a waterbrush.)
Stamp an image in waterproof ink or stamp
and emboss. Make sure the stamp ink is
completely dry before you begin coloring.
I heat-set my non-embossed images with a
heat-tool just to be sure.
Some people like coloring open areas with a
blender to prep it before coloring with markers
to soften lines and color. If the surface is too
wet, the blender ink can impede the marker
from releasing color, so make sure the blender
is not too juicy. If it gets too wet, blot the
prepped area with a paper towel, dry it with a
heat tool or simply blow on it. Then try coloring again with the marker.
I personally find this approach too problematic
because I get tend to get uneven color. But
try it both ways for yourself (with and without
prepping with a blender) on the paper you are
using and see what you think.
Page 22
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Here I colored with the same marker three times on matte cardstock. The paper under the first had no prepping. The second
was prepped with a Dove Blender and the third was prepped
with water before blending. Your results will differ, depending
on the paper you are using. But in general, when working with
watercolor markers, I prefer to color first and then use a blender
or waterbrush as a second step to blend and soften color.
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As we have covered in the last two “Coloring In” eArticles,
coloring a with an eye to a global light source results in a
more realistic result. Decide where the light comes from
in your piece. You don’t have to show the light source,
just know where it would be. Color areas near it in lighter
shades and color darker in areas that would be in shadow.
Some stamps include extra dots or lines to clue you into
where the shadows might fall.

Learn More: For a longer discussion of global light sourcing,
see the blending section in the “Coloring In with Colored
Pencils” eArticle.

Start with the lightest color you plan to use in the area.
Use the marker’s brush tip to color in small circles or light
feather strokes, trying to keep a wet edge to avoid lines. (I
prefer a feather motion where you color with short strokes
that lift up at the end of the stroke. I think it is easier on the
brush nib and makes blending easier.)
After you’ve colored a small area with the marker, go over
it using a blender or waterbrush to soften and lighten the
color and reduce any lines. Repeat as needed to cover the
entire area you want to color with this first light shade.
Notice here that I’ve used the blender to reestablish a
lighter highlight area that I covered in my first pass.
Holiday Bulbs: Art Impressions
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Go back and color with a medium shade (either a
shade of the same color or a complementary color.)
Color right over the lighter color in areas you want
a little darker. Use the same circular or feather
motions over a small area.
What you do next depends on your blending needs
at this point. One method is to use a blender or
wet brush to pull the medium color gently into the
lighter areas, blending light and medium shades.
If you find that the paper is still quite wet with
blending medium (especially likely when working on watercolor paper), you may want to simply
blend with the lighter color instead of using the
blender again. I find that if the paper is still wet,
using the blender at this point lightens up the
original light areas too much. Blending using light
strokes of the lighter color usually does better for
me at this point.

Tip: If your blender is very juicy, you may find that it
impedes the marker from releasing color when you
try to apply the layer of color. Briefly blowing on the
wet area usually dries it just enough to resolve this,
while leaving it wet enough to blend easily.
Holiday Bulbs: Art Impressions
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Tip: Keep scrap paper available to wipe excess marker
ink off the blender tip as you work. You may want to
do this when switching colors and also when you want
to “erase” color by wiping over it with clear blender.
When you have finished with the medium shade, go in
with your darkest shade. Dark shades can overpower
lighter colors if you are not careful. If you are using a
very dark color, try using a very light touch to add the
dark shade in tiny dots or fine lines just in the areas
where you think you need a bit of shadow.
Use the blender or wet brush with a light touch to
blend the dark into the medium color. Here I usually
find that working with the blender works best to blend
the dark and medium, but if you find that it lightens
the medium too much, go back with the medium
shade and use it to blend instead.
Page 25
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Alternatively, some people prefer to instead color
the dark areas with watercolor marker and then create lighter areas by pulling color out of the darks
using a waterbrush or blender. When successful, this
lets you get two shades using one marker.
This is not my favorite way to work. Here you can
see that it actually worked pretty well for the yellow
bulb and just ok for the pink, but the dark green on
the middle bulb did not want to blend, giving me
harsh transition lines.

Tip: When using water the blend markers, to avoid

one color from bleeding into another color’s area,
either stamp and emboss the image (creating dams
that stop the bleeding) or make sure the first area
is completely dry before coloring the second. Try
to avoid touching your marker to previous colored
areas unless you want to blend them.

Learn More: Check out scrapbookcentrale’s “How to
Blend Colors with Water-based Markers” YouTube
video to see blending with a blender in action.

Next: Blended stamp art using watercolor markers
showing also a page from one of our Sponsors.

Holiday Bulbs: Art Impressions
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Magenta), Watercolor markers (Tombow 673, 727, 312, 942; Marvy LePlume
103, 84), Stamp ink (Tsukineko: Memento Tuxedo Black), Fiskars (Deckle scissors), Cardstock
(white), Heat-tool, Paper adhesive.

“Stamp the image in black ink on a white scrap
and heat-set briefly. For the most part, use the
darker markers to color in the shadows on the
image and then use the lighter related markers
to fill in the highlights and blend the darker colors so that there is not a stark contrast between
the colors. The one exception was on the pot.
The same lighter beige was used for shadowing
after the first layer of color was put down.”
“Cut the scrap with deckle edged scissors and
line it with the darker green marker. Then affix
the piece to a white card.”
Finished Size: 7” x 5”.
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Barb Benson’s Art
(http://stampartetc.blogspot.com)
Supplies: Stamps (Third Coast, B and
J’s, Posh Impressions), Cardstock (light
grey, black, washi paper), Ink (watermark, black, Embossing powder
(black), Square, decorative die frame
and die-cut/embossing machine,
Watercolor markers (Ranger: Tim
Holtz Distrress Markers), Gold pen,
Ribbon, Punches (corner rounder,
circle), paper adhesive.

“Cut 3 1/4” square from light grey cardstock. Stamp texture stamp in black
ink lightly all over piece. Heat emboss
image with black embossing powder.
Color image with markers.”
“Round edges and edge with gold
pen. Mount to frame die-cut cut from
black cardstock. Cut circle with punch
from light grey cardstock. Stamp
texture in black all over lightly. Stamp
medallion in black and edge with gold pen. Cut 4 1/2” x 6 1/2” piece
of washi paper. Run ribbon along one side, and attach to card cut
from black cardstock. Mount image and medallion to card.”
Finished Size: 4 3/4” x 7”.
Go to Contents

Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Holiday Lights - Art Impressions), Watercolor paper (140 lb hot press),
Cardstock (yellow, red), Decorative paper (Hot
Off The Press), StazOn ink (Tsukineko: Jet Black),
Watercolor markers (Tombow 177 & 192 greens
& 772 pink, Marvy LePlume 43 gold, Distress
Markers Dried Marigold, Forest Moss, Aged
Mahogany, Scattered Straw, Worn Lipstick!),
Dove Blender, Heat tool, Xyron paper adhesive.

“Stamp image in black permanent ink on
watercolor paper. Heat-set with heat tool. Color
in with watercolor markers, blending with a
blender as shown on previous pages.”
“Use Xyron paper adhesive to layer stamped
piece onto decorative paper, yellow cardstock
and red card.“
Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 6 1/2”
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Marker to Blender Tip to Tip
If you need a lighter shade of one of your marker colors, try
touching the marker tip to the tip of a blender, transferring
some of the marker color to the blender.

Use the blender to color with this lighter version of the
color. The color works its way off the blending pen fairly
quickly, until it is clear again, so it only works for coloring
small bits at a time. Repeat if you need more of the lighter
color. Here I’ve done this on watercolor paper (top) and on
matte cardstock (bottom.)
You can also do this touching two marker color tips
together and then coloring with the lighter marker.
Because this only gives you a few strokes of the blended
color, this is something you would probably only do if you
need a particular color blend in a very small area.
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Color on Embossed Lines
We usually want to color inside of stamped lines, but there is one
counter intuitive technique where you purposely color right on the
lines rather than on the paper.
Stamp and emboss the image. Color with watercolor marker on the
embossed lines, using a color that you want to use to color within
the lines. The embossed lines resist the ink and act as a palette.
Use a blender or a wet brush to pull color off the embossing down
onto paper. Work with small circular or light feather motions, building up color until you have the color intensity you like. Repeat as
needed. Build additional color by then coloring directly with the
marker where you want darker shadow areas and blending it in.
Because you are using a blender or waterbrush to do the actual
coloring on the paper, this approach creates a softer, more blended
look and helps to avoid lines. It works best on embossed images
that have large enough swaths of embossing to color on with ink;
it’s harder if the embossed lines are very fine.

Learn More: Dove has a Tips page on their website that includes this
technique as well as others using the Dove Blender.

Next: Stamp art colored using this method.
Grandma: Rubber City Rubber Works
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Rubber City Rubber Works), Embossing ink (Ranger Inkssentals black), Embossing
powder (Ranger Antiquities Rust), Cardstock (black,
blue), Watercolor paper (140 lb hot press), Watercolor
markers (Ranger Distress Scattered Straw, Tumbled
Glass, Brushed Corduroy, Tombow 772 pink, 970
cream, Marvy LePlume II 33 tan), Dove Blender, Xyron
paper adhesive.
“Stamp and emboss image on smooth watercolor paper
using black embossing ink and rust colored powder.
Color with a light blue (Tumbled Glass) watercolor
marker on embossed areas of the dress. Use a blender to
pull the color off the embossed areas onto dress area.”
“Blow on the colored area to dry it just a bit and then
use the same light blue marker to add another layer of
color over the darker shadow areas of the dress. Color
other parts of the image using the same technique.

“Use Xyron adhesive to mount stamped layer onto
black cardstock and then blue card.“
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4”.
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Coloring From the Stamp Image
This eArticle series focuses on coloring in stamped images
with various art mediums. But one of the cool things you
can do with watercolor markers is to use them to ink the
stamp itself. This lets you use multiple colors on one stamp
(often tricky to do with inkpads), lets you leave parts of
the stamp un-inked if you like and lets you match stamped
colors to maker colors you might want to use elsewhere in
the same piece.

Learn More: To learn the basic inking a stamp with a marker

technique, see the “Basics: 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp” eArticle.

To quickly and lightly color an image, ink the stamp with watercolor
markers and then stamp on paper as usual. Use a blender to pull
color out from the stamped lines to color the areas inside the lines.
Obviously, how this works will depend on the image itself and what
colors make sense for it, and the color is, as you can see here, very
light. But if you need more color, you can complete coloring in the
image using markers in areas that need another color.

Learn More: Debbie Kalustian’s (got2stampnow) ”Blender Pen Shading
Technique” YouTube video shows this technique.

Next: Artwork creating by inking a stamp with markers and a page
from one of our Sponsors.

Gingerbread Man: Limited Edition
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Endless Creations), Watercolor
markers (Marvy 7, 103, 106), Fiskars paper edgers,
Ranger Mini Mister and water, Cardstock (white),
Paper Adhesive.

“Use watercolor markers to color the stamp. Hold
the mini mister filled with water at a slight distance
from the inked stamp and spray two or three times
into the air, allowing the spray to cover the image
lightly. Then stamp onto a piece of white cardstock.”
“This process requires some practice since you will
want a slight watercolor effect without too many
splotches. You may have to adjust the number of
sprays to use. The juiciness of the markers is another
variable to take into account.”
“Edge the piece of cardstock with the darkest marker
and affix the piece to a right-folded white card. Edge
the front panel of the card with the darkest marker.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 ¼”.
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Marker Watercolor Techniques
Watercolor markers can also be used as a color source for watercolor painting. Think of them as dye ink inside a tube.
You simply need to get the ink out where it is easy to pick it up with a wet brush.
Stamp the image in permanent (waterproof ) ink or stamp and emboss. (Here, I stamped and embossed.)

Apply marker color to palette, craft sheet or scrap of plastic by scribbling
the marker on the surface. Because watercolor marker color is a dye,
it is transparent rather than opaque, so with some colors you may not
necessarily see it well on the palette, but it is there. (Even if you don’t see
the color, if you look at the palette from the side, you’ll see a wet spot.)
Use a blender, a waterbrush or a wet brush to pick up the ink. Then use
it to color in your stamped image. Start by covering the area with a light
coat of color. Let it dry slightly (paint another area if you like) and then
go back over it with the same or a darker color to create shadows.
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Try brushing a wash of water over the area first and then
color for a softer more fluid watercolor effect. (Because this
technique is very wet, it works best if you stamp and emboss
the image so color areas stay separate.) Or alternately, if you
are working with a blender, try applying a wash of clear Dove
Blending fluid over the area first and then pick up the color
with a blender and color over the prepped area.
Because the surface is so fluid, you have less control over your
color placement with this technique, but it can create beautiful soft color that is perfect for some images.
Note: If you have read the previous “Coloring In” eArticles in
this series, you may recognize some of the stamps I am using
in the how-to photos. I am not using these images because
I don’t have any other stamps, but because I want you to be
able to see the same images colored in with different mediums by the same person. The medium you choose to use can
affect the look and feel of the finished piece, sometimes subtly and some times dramatically.

Learn More: Kathy Racoosin at The Daily Marker has a YouTube
video on “Watercoloring with Tombow Markers” where she
uses a blender to color using the watercolor technique.

Next: Stamped art colored in with watercolor markers using
a waterbrush.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Art Impressons), Embossing ink (Ranger
Inkssentals black), Embossing powder (clear), Watercolor
paper (140 lb hot press), Cardstock (yellow), Decorative
paper (Making Memories), Watercolor markers (Ranger
Distress Worn Lipstick, Tombow 772 pink, 970 cream, Marvy
LePlume II 91 grey, 6 burnt orange, 43 gold, 33 teal, 3 blue),
Waterbrush filled with water, Xyron paper adhesive.
“Stamp and emboss image on watercolor paper using black
embossing ink and black powder. Scribble marker color on a
palette, craft sheet or scrap of plastic. Use a waterbrush to pick
up ink from the palette and paint within the stamped lines.
Start by covering various areas with a light wash of color.
Allow to dry for a minute or two or blow on it to speed up drying and then paint over areas with another coat of the same
color or a darker shade to create shadow areas.”
“I did not have a marker color that suited me for the woman’s
face, so I scribbled some cream marker (970) on the palette
and then some pink marker (772) right on top of it. Then I used
the waterbrush to color with this mixed color. I later went back
with a different color pink (Worn Lipstick) to add some color
to her cheeks.”

“Use Xyron adhesive to mount dotted decorative paper
onto yellow card and then mount stamped piece on top.“
Finished Size: 6 1/4”x 4 1/2”.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Stampingbella, Art
Impressions & The Stamp Pad Co.), Cardstock (white), Watercolor markers (Tombow
743, 366, colorless blender; Marvy 106),
Clear embossing fluid, Embossing powder (cobalt tapestry), nonstick craft sheet,
Paper adhesive.

“Stamp main image on a piece of white
cardstock and heat emboss. Color the
image by first scribbling the markers onto
a nonstick craft sheet and then picking up
each color with the colorless blender.”
“For shadows, go over the areas with the
same marker after waiting for the first
coloring to dry. Use one of the markers full
strength to outline the whole piece.”
“Stamp white card with butterflies and
flowers. stamp some off onto a piece of
scrap paper to lighten them before stamping on card. Layer main image onto card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 ¼”.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Watercolor paper, Die (Spellbinders M-Bossabilities Frame: Labels One) and Die-cut/
embossing machine, Wet Looks Embossing
Markers, Embossing Powder (Sparkle N Sprinkle Clear Detail), Dove Blender, Ribbon (white
organdy), Heat tool, Paper adhesive.

“Run a 5” x 5” piece of watercolor paper
through a die-cut/embossing machine using
Frame Labels One embossing folder. Layer
onto green cardstock.”
“Color Ruffled Tulips stamp with Wet Looks
Embossing Markers (water-based). Huff to
moisten before stamping in center of dryembossed frame. Quickly emboss with Clear
Detail embossing powder. Use a Dove Blender
pen to take color from the marker nibs to color
in the image. Tie a bow with white Organdy
ribbon around base of Tulips and gently heat
with heat tool to make it crinkle up a little.
Attach to card base.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
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Resist Effects
Watercolor markers will bead up on nonporous surfaces.
You can use this to your advantage as a resist. For example,
heat embossed images will resist watercolor marker ink,
as will dried acrylic paint. Try stamping and embossing an
image and then coloring over it with watercolor markers or
with marker ink on a waterbrush or blender.
Joseph’s Coat with Markers
Or try a variation on the Joseph’s Coat technique. Instead
of creating a brayered ink base, use watercolor markers to
create a colorful background on glossy white cardstock.
Note: This technique does not work well with Distress
Markers. Something in these markers, in some colors more
strongly than others, resists dye ink. The resist is not strong
enough to do Joseph’s Coat on its own without embossing,
but brayered ink is not always able to cover Distress Marker
ink in the final step. This resist quality is handy for some
techniques, but it does not work well with this one.
Color the background with watercolor markers and heatset the ink to completely dry the ink. Emboss a solid stamp
image over the background in clear ink and powder so
that the background shows through the embossed image.
Medium Heart: Rubber Tree Stamps
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Medium Heart: Rubber Tree Stamps, Small Heart: ZimPrints

Brayer over the entire piece with dark water-based dye ink. In the original technique, the ink is black as I have used
here, but you could use a different color as long as it is dark enough to cover the background. Black ink is most popular in this technique because it really makes the color pop.
The embossing will resist water-based ink, so the ink you’ve brayered over it will sit on the surface. Give the piece a
couple minutes to dry and then use a paper towel to wipe the excess ink off the embossed lines.

Learn More: To learn about the original Joseph’s Coat technique, see the Jan ‘98 VSN.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Medium Heart - Rubber Tree Stamps, Small
Heart - ZimPrints, Text - Stampa Rosa), Embossing ink (Ranger
Inkssentals clear embossing ink), Embossing powder (clear), Dye
ink (Ranger Archival: Jet Black), Cardstock (glossy white, yellow,
pink, green), Decorative paper (Skycraft Designs), Watercolor
markers (Tombow 623 purple, 553 light blue, 192 green), Marvy
LePlume II 43 gold, 7 orange), Dye stamp ink (Ranger: black),
Anti-static pouch, Rubber Brayer, Xyron paper adhesive.
”Use watercolor markers to draw patterns of color on glossy white
cardstock. Allow to dry completely. Wipe with an anti-static pouch.“

“Stamp and emboss hearts in clear ink and powder on top of
marker colored background. Allow to cool.”
“Brayer black dye ink repeatedly over entire piece until the background around the hearts is completely covered with the black.
Allow to dry and then use a paper towel to remove excess ink
from the hearts.”
“Mount green slice of cardstock on pink card with Xyron adhesive. Layer decorative paper over this. Mount heart piece on
yellow cardstock and then layer this onto the decorative paper.
Stamp text in black at bottom of card.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
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Distress Double Resist
I must admit that I hadn’t remembered that Distress Ink markers tend to resist dye ink when I starting working on the
photos for the Joseph’s Coat technique on the previous pages, so my first attempt was frustrating, with some areas of
the marker background that simply would not let the brayered stamp pad ink cover it.

Ornament:
Repeat
Impressions

After realizing what was going on, I went to the internet and and Googled “Distress Marker Resist” where I found
stampers playing with the resist effect. Their method is to ink the stamp with Distress Markers and stamp it on white
cardstock. Once dried with a heat tool, they found they could use an applicator tool to color Distress Inkpad ink over
and around the stamped image to create background color without overpowering the stamped image. Here I’ve colored direct-to-paper using a Distress Inkpad for the same effect.)
I then played around with Distress Markers to see if I could use them to ink a stamp, stamp the image on cardstock,
heat-set it and then brayer over it with black dye ink to create a Joseph’s Coat variation without embossing. While
blues and green marker inks would peek out through the brayered ink, pinks and lighter colors did not resist enough.
I played around some more and hit upon a different resist technique that uses Distress Markers, a Distress Ink inkpad
and watercolor markers. This approach lets you stamp an image inked with Distress Markers and color in the image
with watercolor markers without bleeding, while creating a background for it in the process! How cool is that?
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Ink the stamp using one or more
colors of Distress Markers. I liked
darker colors best for this step.
Huff on the colored stamp to add
moisture and stamp it onto white
cardstock. (You can do the Double
Distress Resist on matte or glossy
cardstock or even watercolor
paper. Here I used glossy white
cardstock for bolder color.) Heatset with a heat tool.
Pat a Distress inkpad directly over
the heat-set image. Use a lighter
color ink so that the marker in the
last step will show up on it.
Let the ink sit for a minute and
then use a paper towel to gently
wipe off any excess ink. Heat-set
the ink again. If you don’t wipe off
the excess ink, you may see some
vapor rising from the piece when
you heat-set. Give it a minute or
two to cool.
Ornament: Repeat Impressions
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Use a watercolor marker to color in the
stamped image. It can be another Distress marker color or another brand of
watercolor marker. When choosing its
color, keep in mind that you are coloring with a translucent ink on a colored
background, so while the background
won’t bleed into the marker ink, it will
affect the marker ink color, giving you
a color that mixes the two.

Ornament: Repeat Impressions

If you had colored the stamped image
with the marker, it would likely have
smeared. The Distress Ink protects the
Distress Marker image from smearing
when colored with another marker.
The marker coloring will be streaky if you are coloring on glossy cardstock as I am doing here. In this case, once you have the area generally
colored, go back in with a blender to smooth out the color as needed. If
you instead do it on watercolor paper, the colors will not be as bold but
the colors will have a softer feel and a smoother blend.
You can do this technique with other watercolor markers besides Distress Markers, but the resist effect is stronger using the Distress Markers.

Next: Artwork using Distress Double Resist and a Sponsor page.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Ornament - Repeat Impressions, Merry Christmas - Art
After Dark), Cardstock (glossy white, yellow, black, red), Decorative
paper (Making Memories), Watercolor markers (Ranger: Distress Marker
Forest Moss, Marvy LePlume II 43 gold, Tombow 772 pink), Distress Inkpad (Mustard Seed), Dove Blender, Embossing ink (Ranger: Inkssentials
clear), Embossing Powder (Fun Stamps: white), Anti-static pouch, Heat
tool, Hole punch or sharp scissors, red fibers, Xyron paper adhesive.
“Ink ornament using Forest Green Distress marker and stamp on glossy
white cardstock. Heat-set with a heat tool. Apply Mustard Seed Distress

inkpad ink over entire piece direct-to-paper. Let it sit a minute and then
use a paper towel to white off any excess ink. Heat-set with a heat tool.“
“Color in ornament bulb in pink watercolor marker. Because the ornament background starts yellow, the pink builds on the yellow, creating
a more orange color. Color in ornament hanger using gold watercolor
marker. Let dry a few minutes and color again. Repeat until you get a
smooth layer of color.”
“Wipe black cardstock with anti-static pouch. Stamp ‘Merry Christmas’
in clear ink near the bottom; emboss with white powder.”
“Use Xyron adhesive to layer dotted decorative paper onto red card.
Punch or cut hole in ornament loop, tuck fiber slightly inside and then
ornament layer onto black piece, with a little of the fiber held down by
the adhesive between the two layers. Then mount this combined piece
onto the dotted background.”
Finished Size: 5 1/4” x 4 1/2”.
Go to Contents

Dried Out Markers
Watercolor markers don’t last forever, but there are a few options for using dried out watercolor markers beyond just throwing them out. In the early days of stamping, the popular option for this dilemma
was to take out the marker nib and/or bottom plug and apply a few drops of water to add moisture
back. This can work if there is dye color left in the marker, but dilutes the original color. Some stampers
put stickers on these markers to keep track of which ones were lighter than the original colors.
Then in 2003, Ranger came out with Perfect Ink Refresher (now called Inkssentials Ink Refresher.) This
product is for Ranger’s water-based dye or pigment inkpads or markers, but can usually be used with
other water-based brands. It should not be used with metallic inkpads or non water-based products.
Its mixture of Ranger base mediums adds back moisture and it also adds an anti-fungicide. It improves
flow without diluting color.
To use, remove the marker nib and back cover with pliers. Use an eyedropper to add a drops of Ink
Refresher to the marker core on both ends. Once the marker core has absorbed the Ink Refresher (usually just a few minutes, depending on how dry the marker is), you can use the marker again. Note: I
have some very old Marvy LePlum markers and the nibs are getting a bit soft; if I remove them, they
are too floppy to go back into the marker barrel. For these markers, instead of removing the nib, I put a
little bit of Ink Refresher in a small container (an old plastic film holder) and stand the marker, brush tip
down in it for a few minutes so it can soak up the Ink Refresher.
Ink Refresher helps when markers have dried out through sitting unused, when there is still plenty of color but not
enough moisture to move it. Well-used markers that have dried out because the color has been used up will not benefit. And if the marker tip has gone soft and fuzzy, it is time to get rid of it!

Learn More: Julia Andrus has an “All About Perfect Ink Refresher” page on her website that covers the product, its development and how to use it. For a review of Perfect Ink Refresher, see the Jun ‘03 VSN.
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Experiment and Play!
Sometimes we stampers eagerly purchase supplies but set
them aside when something new comes along. If you have let
dust gather on your watercolor markers, I hope this eArticle
will encourage you to get them out to play again.
Watercolor markers have their downside, but if you know
the tricks for using them sucessfully, they can be wonderful
sources of color, either for inking stamps or for coloring in
stamped images. Add their low cost compared to alcohol ink
markers, and watercolor markers are a medium well worth considering for your stamp art!
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Learn More Online
Watercolor Marker Websites
ǷǷBlick: http://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-studio-markers
ǷǷDove Blender: http://www.dovebrushes.com
ǷǷLetraset: http://www.letraset.com
ǷǷMarvy Uchida: http://www.uchida.com/c-35-permanent-markers.aspx
ǷǷRanger Industries: http://www.rangerink.com
ǷǷStaedtler: http://www.staedtler.com
ǷǷTombow: https://tombowusa.com
ǷǷZig: http://www.kuretake.co.uk/watercolor-marker.aspx
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Learn More From VSN
VSN Print Issues that Relate to this Issue: (A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
ǷǷJan ‘98: Joseph’s Coat Technique (part of Brayered Backgrounds & Borders)
ǷǷApr ‘99: Resists
ǷǷJun ‘03: Perfect Ink Refresher
ǷǷApr ‘06: Markers
ǷǷJul ‘06: Watercolor Paints
ǷǷApr ‘08: Water Techniques (Including Watercolor)
ǷǷJan ‘09: Alcohol Ink Markers (Part 1)
ǷǷFeb ‘09: Resist Techniques
ǷǷMar ‘11: Alcohol Ink Markers (Part 2)
ǷǷApr ‘11: Watercolor Marker Techniques
ǷǷApr ‘12: Distress Marker Techniques
eArticles Mentioned in this Issue: (VSN eArticle Library)
ǷǷColoring In With Colored Pencils eArticle
ǷǷColoring In With Alcohol Inks eArticle
ǷǷFour Ways to Ink a Stamp Basics mini eArticle
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Wine: Stamps Happen), Cardstock
(matte white, teal, red), Embossing ink (Ranger Inkssentals black), Embossing powder (clear), Watercolor
markers (Ranger: Distress Aged Mahogany, Scattered
Straw, Brushed Corduroy, Tumbled Glass, Antique Linen,
Tombow 772 pink, 192 green, Marvy LePlume II 43 gold),
Dove Blender, Plastic palette, Waterbrush and Water,
Xyron paper adhesive.
“Stamp and emboss image on white matte cardstock or
watercolor paper using black embossing ink and clear
powder. Color in stamped image using watercolor markers, using a blender to blend colors.“

“Scribble some blue and tan marker on a plastic palette
and use a waterbrush to to pick up the tan and use it to
paint a surface for the wine bottle and glass. Wipe the
waterbrush clean and repeat to color the background
in a very light blue.”
“Layer stamped image onto teal paper and then onto
the red card.”
Finished Size: 7” x 5”.
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Want More FREE eArticles?
Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to
see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do
three things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the
Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click
on the links, visit their sites and place some
orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do
well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that
make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t
keep it to yourself. Writing something and
sending it out to the void, never to hear if
someone likes it does not encourage me to
write more eArticles. What does? Your honest
feedback, opinions and comments as well as
your suggestions for future eArticle topics.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net

VSN is Looking for
Stamp Companies
		
to join our select group
			
of eArticle Sponsors.
Sponsors pay a very low fee that helps offset VSN’s
website and eArticle costs, making eArticles free
to readers! In return, your Sponsor Page, with
clickable links, becomes a permanent part of the
eArticle you sponsor. Each eArticle becomes part
of VSN’s online eArticle Library where readers can
enjoy it when it is first published and new readers
can discover it for many months to come.
For more information, please contact VSN today!

3) Tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series!
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New From VSN: Quick Tips pdfs
What Are Quick Tips?
To some readers, the best part of VSN’s original print issues
was the “Quick Tips” section, full of the small tips, “oh wow!”
ideas and inspirations that make a stamper’s life easier.
Two Ways to Read Quick Tips:
If you prefer the entire issue, you can purchase print or pdf
VSN issues in the VSN Issues section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart. But if your focus is strictly on Quick Tips rather
than the longer articles in the issues and you want to read
them online, try VSN’s new “Quick Tips pdfs”.
What is in the File?
Each downloadable file gathers the Quick Tips from a single
VSN issue, formatted to fit your computer screen. The text is
intentionally set large, in half-size pages, to make it easy to
read, whether you are using a desktop computer, laptop or even a small tablet. (You may find yourself scrolling more
than you would like when reading on a phone screen.)
Purchasing Quick Tips
The first six Quick Tips pdf files can be purchased individually for $1.25 each or in a bundle of six for $5.94 (which works
out to $0.99 each.) Purchase them in the Quick Tips pdfs section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart.
Proceeds of Quick Tips sales go toward funding VSN’s website and future eArticles.
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Art Challenge Drawing
When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues.
Marilyn Sweeney, Shona Erlenborn and Barb Benson.
each win their choice of eight VSN issues. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!

Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website
VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access
VSN’s website has two art galleries, a public gallery that is open to everyone to enjoy and a “Readers’ Gallery” meant for VSN
readers. Formerly, this second gallery was protected by a username and password found in the most current VSN issue. Now
that the print magazine has closed, I have decided to provide the username and password here instead. These will change
each month, so be sure to check each month’s eArticle to continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. Please note that
these are case sensitive! The username and password for December 20 through January 19, 2013:
Username: watermark1212
Password: getgallery1212

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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